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Reading and Pronouncing Biblical Greek — EXCERPT

Sidney Allen’s treatment of the Classical Attic vocalic system

A number of points regarding Black’s Erasmian view of the Attic vocalic system are
found also in Allen’s Vox Graeca, notwithstanding the fact that a superficial comparison
of the two authors’ views reveals that their analyses are in major respects different. For
one thing, Black’s rectangular diagram (6.4) shows 10 vowels: 7 long and 3 short,
whereas Allen’s “double triangle” diagram (below) shows 12 vowels: 7 long (outer
triangle) and 5 short (inner triangle).
Additionally, while Black describes υ as a back rounded vowel as in book, Allen
describes υ as a front rounded short vowel as in French lune, as well as a front rounded
long vowel as in French ruse (Allen, 68). And Black’s η and ει are seen on Allen’s outer
triangle in reverse order, with each author assigning to these symbols different phonetic
values. These and other such differences are not surprising given the fact that, as already
demonstrated (4.4), there is no consistency in the arbitrary ways Erasmian adherents view
the phonology of Classical Attic.
Allen’s Classical Attic vowels1

This section examines Allen’s views of Classical Attic vowels. A fuller discussion
would doubtless be long-drawn-out and therefore beyond the scope of this study, as Allen’s
descriptions typically take meandering paths of multifaceted speculation featuring transliterated words with references to a medley of languages, scant Greek samples, and abrupt
personal inferences. Thus Allen’s modus operandi draws the critic into a maze of interwoven matters that make critiquing difficult. It is hoped nevertheless that the following
section will bring about an understanding of the artificial and arbitrary nature of Erasmian
or of the so-called “restored” pronunciation of Classical Greek.

1

Adapted from Allen’s Vox Graeca, p. 62.
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η, ει (Allen, 69–75)
While the vast majority of Erasmian adherents pronounce η and ει as the diphthong [eɪ] in
say or eight, Allen pronounces η and ει monophthongally, with η being long “open mid”
[e] as in French tête [te:t], and ει long “close mid” [e] as in German Beet [be:t]. The
difference between these two “long” [e] vowels is measured essentially in terms of the
aperture of the mouth [and relative tongue position] during articulation. In addition to the
“long” ει and η [e] vowels, Allen sees epsilon ε as a “short mid vowel” (Allen, 63). In
other words, Allen holds that Classical Attic has three /e/-like phonemes: ει, η, ε.
It is perhaps worth-quoting Allen’s account in its entirety to show how he arrives at a
conclusion regarding ει and η:
There is little external evidence to establish positive values for these symbols in
classical Attic. That they were different is shown by the fact that they later develop
differently, the sound represented by ει soon becoming a close long front vowel [ī],
whereas the sound of η remains for some time in the mid region. These
developments further indicate that the sound of ει was always closer than that of η.
This situation is reflected in the transcription of Greek words in Latin, where η is
represented by ē until a late date, whereas ει is represented by ī (e.g., sēpia = σηπία,
p īrata = πειρατής, and Arist īdēs = Ἀριστείδης).
The development of ει to [ī] is revealed by occasional confusion between ει and
ι from the late 4 c. B.C., becoming common in the 3 c. But there is no such
confusion in earlier times, and the mid value of ει is still indicated by Xenophon’s
rendering as παράδεισος of an Iranian par(i)deza- ‘garden’.
Thus the sounds of both η and ει were long mid vowels in classical Attic, but
the former was more open than the latter. Since they had to be accommodated on
the front axis between open [ā] and close [ī] (see p. 62), they can hardly have been
other than open mid [ . . . ] ( = η) and close mid [ . . . ] ( = ει)—i.e., approximately the
vowels of French tête for η and of German Beet for ει. (Allen’s emphasis.)
As mentioned earlier, at the time Attic began to use H as the vowel η around the mid-5th
c. BC, the Romans were already using the same Chalcidic symbol H, which was familiar
to them as the aspirate h (p. 67). Latin therefore could not suddenly invent a special new
symbol for the Attic vowel H(η); instead, it continued to adhere to the old familiar way of
transliterating H(η) as E, which prior to mid-5th c. BC stood both for [e] and [i] sounds.
(See p. 12, 40, and App. A-13.) Thus, that H(η) in σηπία was represented by Latin E does
not necessarily mean that σηπία was pronounced [sepia] and not [sipia].
Allen says that Classical Attic η and ει were different in that later they developed
differently. The evidence, however, points to the confusion of mainstream Attic ει and η
from the very beginning of the adoption of η (p. 18, App. A-6), with the two spellings (ει,
η) being interchangeable down to the present day. This is how ει and η are treated in
Neohellenic and, notwithstanding MSS emendations, in Biblical Greek.
The Attic rendering παράδεισος for Persian παρ[ε]ιδεζα paradise was no doubt an
attempt to follow the Persian original sound, but is no faithful representation of that sound,
hence Allen cannot use it to prove anything. Allen’s remark that in Xenophon’s time there
is no confusion between ει and ι ignores the fact that Plato himself, Xenophon’s contempo-
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rary, bears witness to the confusion of ει, ι, and η (p. 18). And Allen’s position that an
“occasional confusion between ει and ι [is seen] from the late 4 c. B.C.” actually leads
one to doubt that his appended phrase “becoming common in the 3 c.” is not an attempt to
arbitrarily place iotacized ει outside the time frame of the classical period.
Thus, following some brief speculation involving Latin and Iranian, Allen figures that
Classical Attic η and ει “can hardly have been other than” long open mid [e] and long
close mid [e]. But in order to make Allen’s phonetic distinction between French [e] in tête
and German [e] in Beet, especially with a “short” ε [e] vowel thrown into the mix, it
would require actual voice recordings and sound analysis using sophisticated technology—
after which it would be incumbent upon Allen to show that his three Attic ē-sounds are
also phonemically distinct.
η, ι (Allen, 74)
Allen holds that Attic inscriptions begin to reflect the confusion of η and ι in post-NT
times: “Confusion between η and ι in Attic inscriptions,” he says, “begins around 150
A.D.” Here Allen, unwilling to accept the stark historical proof of the initial confusion of
η and ι in mid-5th c. BC, audaciously pushes the equation into the future by 600 years! The
evidence clearly shows that the confusion of η and ι is already seen in the 5th c. BC (2.2.2)
and increases dramatically by the 3rd c. BC.
At the same time, Allen’s footnote reads: “Startling but quite aberrant is the 5 c. B.C.
αθινα αρισ αρτεμισ on a slate of a schoolboy signing himself as διμοσοθενισ” for
αθηνα αρησ αρτεμισ – δημοσθενης. There is no doubt that the Athenian schoolboy
inscribed his text led by his ear. But if this type of writing on an Athenian schoolboy’s
slate where ι is used in place of η (or even older ε) can be startling to Allen, one can
scarcely conceive how staggering multiple such samples ought to be. In this light, one
may also wonder if Allen’s placing of the initial confusion of η and ι beyond the NT time
frame is not an arbitrary attempt to justify the application of the Erasmian “Classical
Attic” pronunciation to the Greek New Testament. It is likely for the same reason that
Allen places as well the equation ω = ο in post-NT times (Allen, 173).
υ, ι (Allen, 67–68)
Allen’s discussion of υ revolves around hand-picked transliterated words from Sanskrit,
Latin, and Old Persian, with references to Armenian, Gothic, French, and German and a
hint of Boeotian and Laconian. It also includes modern Tsakonian, an isolated extant variant
of Doric, and alludes to Quintilian xii.10.27, a passage that entails two Greek letters, one
being υ, though he gives no further details of the passage probably because of the questionable transliteration variants of two Greek words in the Latin MSS.2
2

Quintilian’s unclear reference to υ does not necessarily mean that in the 1st c. BC he heard υ as [ü]. A Roman
rhetorician from Spain, Quintilian was a contemporary of Peter, whom Jesus addressed as Σίμων Ἰωνᾶ
Simon (son) of Jonas (John 21:15). Σίμων (Peter) is elsewhere referred to as Συμεών Symeon [simeon] (Acts
15:14). It would be absurd to postulate that Quintilian heard Peter’s first name Σίμων as [simon] but Συμεών
as [sümeon]. As Russell notes, in Quintilian’s day υ = ι. Donald Russel, ed., trans., Quintilian, The Orator’s
Education, Vol. I: Bks 1–2 (Loeb Classical Library, 2002), 297, fn. 61.
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While Allen holds that “the value of Attic short υ was similar to that of e.g. French lune,
and of long υ to that of French ruse” (Allen’s emphasis), he does not deny that υ is at times
treated as ι. He says, for example, that “The occasional confusion of υ and ι in semiliterate inscriptions (e.g., αριστονιμο beside αριστονυμο on ostraka of 433/2) suggests
that υ was by now a front vowel” (Allen, 67, fn. 11). However, other inscriptions indicate
that the confusion of υ and ι in classical times is not “occasional” and that it occurs even
earlier than Allen supposes: Λισικλες for Λυσικλης (6th c. BC), δακριον for δακρυον (6–
5th c. BC), Τιρινθι for Τιρυνθι (6–5th c. BC), Ηιπότελε for Ηυποτελε (6–5th c. BC),
Ηιποκιμενος for Ηυποκειμενος (6–5th c. BC), Διονισος for Διονυσος (5th c. BC),
Κρισευς for Κρυσευς (5th c. BC), Διονισια for Διονυσια (5th c. BC), Λισιστρατος for
Λυσιστρατος (5th c. BC), Διονισιγενες for Διονυσιγενης (5th c. BC), ημυσυν for ημισυ
(4th c. BC), etc. (2.2.2). This suggests that υ was used as a front vowel early on, at any
rate prior to the classical period.
Below are examples Allen gives in which υ is treated as ι, but each of which he
attempts to explain away. Each of the examples Allen gives is followed by a rebuttal.
Ex. a. Inscription of 2nd c. BC Indo-Greek coins shows ι for υ.

Allen’s explanation : “Indo-Aryan had no rounded front vowel, and so rendered it
by the equivalent unrounded vowel” (Allen, 67).
Rebuttal : Old Persian, too, had no rounded front vowel, yet used [u] rather than [i]
for υ—e.g., Kambusjia for Καμβύσης, Kuruš for Κύρος Cyrus—even at a time (5th
c. BC) υ and ι already showed signs of confusion. Thus Indo-Aryan in Hellenistic
times could have very well opted to emulate that Old Persian practice, but it did not.
There is therefore no doubt that the use of ι in place of υ, particularly in governmentsanctioned Hellenistic Indo-Greek coins, was intentional and probably aimed at
actually circumventing in this case the Old Persian association of υ with [u].
Ex. b. 4th c. BC inscriptions show ημυσυ for ἥμισυ, while other inscriptions show
βιβλίον for βυβλίον [from βύβλος].

Allen’s explanation : ημυσυ for ἥμισυ “. . . means only that the unrounded ι [i]
was assimilated to the following rounded υ [ü] in this word . . .”; and “the
substitution . . . of βιβλίον for βυβλίον simply indicates an assimilation of [ü] to
the following [i]” (Allen, 68).
Rebuttal : Whether υ is represented by ι, or ι by υ, Allen resorts to “assimilation”
as an explanation. There are inscriptions, however, as shown above, in which υ is
substituted by ι in syllables that are neither preceded nor followed by υ or ι, e.g.,
δακριον for δακρυον (6th–5th c. BC), Ηιποκιμενος for Ηυποκειμενος (6th–5th c.
BC), Διονισος for Διονυσος (5th c. BC). Such examples clearly speak not of
assimilation but of misspellings through the use of interchangeable letters that stand
for acoustically similar or otherwise indistinguishable sounds.
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Ex. c. Egyptian papyri of the 2nd-3rd c. AD show that υ is confused with ι.

Allen’s explanation : “[T]his is probably a regional peculiarity” (Allen, 68).
Rebuttal : The countless and well-preserved Hellenistic papyri discovered in Egypt
date from the conquest of Egypt by Alexander in 332 BC to the conquest of Egypt
by the Muslims in AD 639. These papyri, which display similar and repeated
spelling errors (2.2.1), were discovered in various regions in Egypt. Allen’s attempt
to explain the interchange of υ and ι as “probably a regional peculiarity” is merely
conjectural, as it does not show that υ and ι were interchanged in some particular
region in Egypt in the 2nd and 3rd c. AD to the exclusion of other regions.
Ex. d. υ had still not changed by the 4th c. AD.

Allen’s explanation : This is based on “the fact that Wulfila found it necessary to
adopt the Greek letter in transcribing the υ of Greek words” (Allen, 68).
Rebuttal : Letter resemblance in transcription does not warrant phonetic equivalency. A number of Greek words in English contain y for υ (i.e., English Y for
Greek Y) as in symbol, physician, hyperbole. But even though in various cases the y
as in symbol is within the range of the ι [i] sound, in other cases it is [aɪ] (hyper) or
[ə] (physician). Thus the use of y for υ in such loanwords is not necessarily aimed at
preserving the Greek [i] sound. This is also the most likely reason that Wulfila
borrowed the Greek Y at the time he sought to translate the Bible into Gothic.
Wilfila cared to borrow not an un-Gothic Greek sound but the Greek symbol Y,
just as Latin in the 1st c. BC borrowed from Greek not an un-Latin sound but the
Greek symbol Y, a letter still identified to this day as i Greaca “Greek [i]” (4.2.h).
E = ε, η, ει, and EI = ει (Allen, 70–72)
Allen sees that pre-Eucleidean E is represented later by ε or η, sometimes by ει; and that
pre-Eucleidean EI is represented later by ει. The first case involves ‘contraction’ (νεσθε =
νεῖσθε) or ‘compensatory lengthening’ (ε’ναι = εἶναι), while the second case involves an
original diphthong (τειχοσ = τεῖχος). In the (a) case, ει is not traced to a diphthong, but in
the (b) case it is. Allen thus points out that “spurious diphthong” in case (a) is a misnomer,
and that in neither case does ει represent a diphthong in classical times. Allen’s reasoning is
in line with our discussion earlier (2.14, 2.15). He is also correct in saying that it is
virtually certain that by the 5 c. B.C. all words which are now written with ει had the same
sound” (Allen, 71–72). Allen’s reasoning misses the mark, however, when he classifies all
three ε, η, and ει as [e] sounds (see triangular diagram above) and does not see ει as ι until
the 3rd c. BC despite the strong historical evidence that ει = ι even by pre-classical times.
Whether ει results from contaction (πολεες > πολεις, ιπεες > ιππεις, ποιεετε >
ποιειτε, φερεεν > φερειν) or from compensatory lengthening (ενς > ε᾽ς > εις, εσναι >
ε’ναι > ειναι, χερς > χερ᾽ > χειρ) it is pronounced like monophthongized ει. And as Allen
otherwise correctly remarks, “all words which are now written with ει had the same sound.”
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What Erasmians probably consider as the strongest evidence in support of the pronunciation of η as ε (as Allen does on p. 70) are the two fragmentary lines by Kratinos and
Aristophanes where βηβη and βη respectively represent the bleating of sheep: 3
Ὁ δ᾽ ἠλίθιος ὥσπερ πρόβατον βῆ βῆ λέγων βαδίζει. —Kratinos
Θύειν με μέλλει καὶ κελεύει βῆ λέγειν. —Aristophanes
First, the vowel H(η) cannot belong to Kratinos (520–423 BC) and hardly to Aristophanes
(450–386 BC). In Kratinos’ case the vowel H had not yet been introduced to the Attic
script, and in Aristophanes’ case H had not yet been introduced officially. Kratinos,
accustomed to the old Attic use of E both for [e] and [i] sounds (1.11), would have
written ΒΕΒΕ (βεβε), not ΒΗΒΗ (βηβη), and Aristophanes ΒΕ(βε) not ΒΗ(βη). Thus it
cannot be deduced from these fragmentary lines that Attic H can be interpreted as E[e].4
“Long” diphthongs ᾱι, ηι, ωι (Allen, 84–88)
Allen’s pronunciation
As already seen, the I adscript of spurious diphthongs AI, EI,
of Classical Greek is
OI (later AI, HI, ΩI), from around the 12th c. AD is seen as a
untenable.
subscript, thus ᾳ, ῃ, ῳ. As a compensatory mark, from the
beginning of its appearance this adscript (ᾱι, ηι, ωι) or subscript (ᾳ, ῃ, ῳ) was silent,
meaning that ᾳ, ῃ, ῳ and α, η, ω have always been pronounced alike. Allen apparently
distinguishes between these two sets of symbols, figuring that ᾳ, ῃ, ῳ represent long
diphthongs in which the subscript ( ι ) is voiced, while α, η, ω are merely long vowels.
Pondering over various methods of producing the difference in pronunciation between ᾳ, ῃ,
ῳ and α, η, ω, and still not content, Allen finds himself in a quandary.
Suddenly Allen is struck by a popular idea: “The simplest solution,” he suggests,
“seems to be one which is in fact quite widely adopted, namely to anticipate developments
by two or three centuries and to pronounce ᾳ, ῃ, ῳ as ᾱ, η, ω, i.e. without their
diphthongal element.” (Allen’s emphatic underscoring.)
Thus, in a capricious shift of thought, Allen resorts to what he has all along avoided
saying: “Pronounce these the Byzantine way”—just as he did when he found himself in a
quandary in connection with the pronunciation of φ, θ, χ when he subtly avoided saying,
“the Modern Greek way” (p. 27). We may then ask, Why not replace the whole Erasmian
fabrication by what is known to have been the pronunciation “by two or three centuries”
later, i.e., Modern Greek?
Clearly, this section, along with previous sections on Allen’s views regarding Greek
sounds (2.10.1, 2.18.1), shows that Allen’s pronunciation of Classical Greek is not just
arbitrary: it is untenable.
3

A. N. Jannaris, “Kratinos and Aristophanes on the Cry of the Sheep,” The American Journal of Philology,
Vol. 16, No. 1 (1895), 46–51.
4
Cries of animals cannot be relied upon as a guide to the pronunciation of language sounds. For if a sheep
goes bεε in Greek but baa in English, one might as well adduce that the same kind of animal, be it a sheep, a
dog, a cow, or a lion, must make a different sound in every country where a different language is spoken!
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Territorial interests

The above representative Erasmian pronunciation systems are much like Moulton’s of
decades earlier, except Moulton audaciously “qualifies” his by declaring, “[W]e are not
generally required to make our Greek intelligible to any but Englishmen of the twentieth
century”5 (italics mine). But whether an Erasmian cloaks himself in ancient Athenian garb
and steals a pose holding his Greek New Testament by Pericles’ bust, or rapaciously
echoes “our Greek” atop Parthenon’s looted frieze, it is eventually the student of Greek
who unwittingly becomes shortchanged.
Since the day of Erasmus generations of key scholars such as Blass, Moulton,
Robertson, Gignac, and Allen have appropriated the territory of Biblical and Classical
Greek as “their Greek” while generously allotting the remaining centuries to “modern”
Greek. But like Aesop’s sour grapes, the sounds of the Historical Greek Pronunciation
(HGP) are too sour for their Greek, their territorial interests at times overshadowing candid
scholarship.
This arbitrary stance among leading Erasmian scholars today shows that what they
have so abjectly failed to understand and accept is that the move being made for the
HGP is far greater than merely the question of pronunciation. Indeed, the reason for
bringing Erasmian into the discussion in this work is not just to beat it down in order to
declare the other contestant a winner; there is a weightier issue at hand: the Erasmian
harm, discussed next.

5

Moulton, 11.
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